
Episode 004B- “The Freedom in Acknowledging Physical Responses to Emotional Reactions” 

Guest:  Dimitrij Samoilow, EFT, ICEEFT

Sam Jinich, Ph.D:

Welcome to Peak Connection, a podcast for individuals, couples, and therapists about engaging life with 
vitality, deeper emotional connections, love, intimacy, and authenticity. My name is Dr. Sam Jinich, and 
today I am pleased to have a conversation with my friend and colleague Dimitrij Samoilow. Dimitrij is a 
certified EFT therapist, supervisor and trainer. He lives in Oslo, Norway, where he trains, supervisors and 
provides Emotionally Focused Therapy, EFT, in Norwegian, English, and German. Dimitrij is also known 
for offering the popular Norwegian book, The Art of Love: Nine Keys to Living Well Together. He is 
registered as a psychologist with specialized training in adult clinical psychology and family psychology. 
He is EMDR certified and has experience with drug and alcohol treatment. He has also authored a book 
on working with violence in coupled relationships. Dimitrij is actively involved in supporting and 
promoting Emotionally Focused Therapy in Norway and throughout Scandinavia and in Germany and 
Switzerland.

Sam:

Today, I'm going to speak with Dimitrij about connections and the importance of knowing what we feel 
and then the importance of sharing these feelings as a way to build connections. Welcome, Dimitrij. I'm 
so glad to have you on the show today.

Dimitrij Samoilow, EFT, ICEEFT:

Thank you, Sam. It's so nice to be here.

Sam:

So one of the things that you and I do a lot in working with our clients, individuals and families and 
couples, is we like to not only find out all of the things that are going on with them, all the things that 
they're thinking about, but we help them to try to connect to their emotions. And so the focus for today 
is talking about the importance of that. Why is it so important for people to be able to figure out what 
they feel? And then, why is it so important that they know what to do with those emotions?

Dimitrij:

Well, the importance of emotions is they are really the motor of our interactions with our partner. So a 
lot of times the difficult conversations we get into with our partners are fueled by the way we deal with 
our own emotions. And very often they're not talked about, and very often we don't even really know 
what's going on underneath the surface. So knowing what we're feeling is very important so we can 
communicate more clearly, and also, knowing what we feel tells us something about what we might 
need to feel safe in our relationships. And so it's good information, but very often it's clouded by all kinds
of perceptions and other feelings. And it's often not so easy to really distill what is at the core of what 
we're experiencing.



Sam:

I know that this is particularly true when there's conflict or when there is so much going on, like so much
pressure, so much stress. Right now, especially during these difficult times that we're living in with the 
pandemic around the world, couples are living together 24 hours a day, less time away, which many 
couples wished for before, now they are wondering whether they should have wished so hard for it. 
[crosstalk 00:03:50] kind of stuck with each other. But in some ways they're really needing to, more than 
ever, deal with those moments of disconnection and conflict and then be able to come back and repair. 
And one of the ways in which we know is a really healthy way to repair is to be able to come back and 
talk about what they were feeling and to be able to somehow connect around the natural part of the 
human experience, that they each have emotions, and that they felt something at the moment and that 
was different from their partner, but they want to let each other know about it. That is healing for them, 
to be able to speak, but it's difficult sometimes to know what we feel.

Dimitrij:

Yes, it's very healing. I was just thinking about Sue Johnson and her latest book, she has a beautiful 
quote where she says, "The essence of bonding is vulnerability felt and responded to." And I really loved 
that because this is the way that our conflicts can actually be a portal into deeper connection, because 
when we are not agreeing with our partner and things get stirred up inside of us, it touches our 
vulnerabilities. And when we are able to share them in a open and authentic way, it will build a stronger 
bond with our partner and create more safety in the relationship. So it's really important to know what 
you feel and to be able to share it.

Sam:

Many people feel quite confident that they know how to connect to their emotions, but it's interesting 
how, when we're in a conflict or struggle, how in that moment we have a blank, we have a block, 
something gets in the way, and we feel our anger, we feel our frustration, we feel our irritability, we feel 
our need to defend and protect and shut down. How much harder in those moments to figure out what 
was I really feeling or what am I feeling underneath the conflict? What could our listeners do to figure 
out, first, how do they feel, and then second, what do they do with their feelings?

Dimitrij:

Well, I think one great way to do it is to actually start not while you are in the midst of an argument, if 
you do it for the first time. It might be good, maybe even right now, to take a moment and look back on 
one of those moments when it felt like you were disconnected with your partner in some way, or 
suddenly the good feelings were not there anymore, or something felt way too difficult, you felt really 
distant or angry at something your partner did. And then allow yourself, since your partner is not here 
right now, when you're alone and you can look back at this moment, to take some time to get to know 
what's really going on. And a good way to do it is to really maybe if you want to close your eyes and 
imagine what it was actually that was so triggering for you, what was it your partner did, or was it a look 
on his or her face? Was it some words that were used? What was it that was really so difficult to 
encounter? And try to conjure up that specific moment in front of your inner eye.

Dimitrij:

And when you have it, you could check in with your body actually, because very often our emotions are 
starting in our bodies. And if we can go back to a moment that was really triggering and then just tune 
into where in our body do we feel that? Where in our body is there a tightening or a knot or some kind 



of unease? Somewhere in our upper body, usually, we may feel something. And if you tune really into 
this, you can try to firstly just allow it to be there without trying to achieve anything, because we need to
give emotions some space and some time so they can be felt. And then you could maybe check if you 
have some word that's fits for this feeling, this bodily sensation that you're having. Maybe it feels like 
fear or it feels like shame or it feels like sadness, or maybe it feels like something completely different. 
And very often in moments when it's about somebody who's so important to us as a partner, very often 
it's some kind of fear or shame or sadness that comes up inside of our bodies.

Dimitrij:

And you could just listen to this and try to identify, what is it, what is it that's coming up? Am I sad about 
being left alone? Or am I afraid that I may not be important enough? Or am I afraid to be rejected? Or 
am I afraid that I may not be so important to my partner, not good enough? Maybe I feel rejected and 
shameful about having shown some initiative. Whatever it is, just listen to the feeling in your body and 
see if you can find out what it's about. And this in itself may sometimes give you relief and give you a 
better way to deal with your emotions, just to know what it is, what it actually you're feeling, is very 
regulating. And then you may also become aware that in those moments you start to have certain 
thoughts about your partner or yourself. Maybe you'll think of your partner as selfish or uncaring or 
rejecting, or yourself as not worthy or unlovable.

Dimitrij:

And so just observe what you become aware of, and also how you then deal with this. Very often the 
way you deal with it is making things worse, so I don't know, if you tend to become more intense and 
kind of increase the volume, if you become louder or if you become more angry or more critical, if you're
pursuing your partner, or if you tend to just pull away and shut down or try to minimize what you're 
feeling, and maybe try to ask your partner to modify his or her expression in some way. So just notice 
what you do with it. And then, when you have all those parts, you might think about how you could 
share this with your partner. Once you get home and you will see each other, you could start. I mean, a 
first pass would be to actually say to your partner, "You know, I've been thinking about this fight we were
having." And then I think it would be good if you actually start by telling your partner that you know that 
your behavior was difficult for them. So you could start with saying, "I was thinking about this fight and I 
thought that I was probably becoming very critical of you," for example.

Sam:

So acknowledging the reactivity, acknowledging the defensiveness, or even just acknowledging the way 
we tend to protest- [crosstalk 00:13:04]

Dimitrij:

Yes. Yeah, that's a good way to put it. Acknowledging that this is how I reacted, and my reaction was 
probably not so nice for you, it wasn't so easy for you. But I was thinking about what was actually 
happening when I became so critical or when I just dismissed you or shut you out. I was thinking about 
what I was feeling on the inside, and I wonder if you would like to know. So you might get an invitation 
and that might make it safer for you to really share openly- [crosstalk 00:13:42]

Sam:

I like the way you're framing it because in some ways you're asking them in a very safe way, "I'm 
wondering if you want to know about what I've discovered about myself, what it is that I was feeling?" 



And then decide whether they're ready or not, because if they're still very angry or very defended or 
very unable to listen, better they say it then, that, "No, I can't right now. I'm not ready. I'm still very 
upset," than to put their partner in a more vulnerable position, right? So a way to frame it where you're 
asking, "Would you like me to share this with you?" This is part of what you meant by Sue Johnson's 
quote, which is how the bonds strengthened when we share our vulnerabilities?

Dimitrij:

Yes, when it's responded to, of course.

Sam:

Right, this is what's risky, right? Sharing what we feel on the inside is taking a big risk. But at the same 
time, talk about the strength of this, the power of this transparency or of this vulnerability as an agent of
change, as an agent of connection.

Dimitrij:

Yes. I mean, we know that about emotions, that some emotions, the emotions that are more reactive, in 
couples' fights very often anger or a numbing out or being dismissive or feeling hopeless, those kinds of 
emotions come very quickly. And they very often push our partner away. And we know that if we are 
able to share deeper more core emotions that are more closer to the pain that we felt in this moment, 
this will evoke care from our partner. They are made for that. And if we see a vulnerability and 
somebody loves us, it will evoke caring responses from the partner, if the partner is in a calm place.

Sam:

Yes, it evokes care and they're more likely then to approach as opposed to withdraw and pull away.

Dimitrij:

Yes. Yes.

Sam:

So they approach with curiosity, they approach with more empathy, more concern, and that softens 
things between them.

Dimitrij:

Absolutely.

Sam:

I'm curious whether you could speak to this for our listeners who maybe are not in a partnership, are not
couples, who are actually interested in this on an individual level, or even in the workplace. It's still 
difficult, I would imagine, to deal with our emotions, to know what to do with our emotions, because in 
the workplace we wouldn't tell anybody, right? That we feel sad or that we feel hurt, perhaps. I think 
maybe it depends on the workplace itself, but in many jobs that would not be the right context, it 
wouldn't really be appropriate. But maybe the first part you said would be, which is at least figure out 
what you feel and putting words to it, even that would be containing and would maybe help lessen the 
intensity of the experience.



Dimitrij:

Absolutely. We know that from research, that knowing your feelings and being able to name your 
feelings correctly is calming and soothing and it gives us more emotional balance. And it's also- [crosstalk
00:17:45]

Sam:

... specific. You're talking about being able to drill down past just the anger, frustration, hopelessness, 
pushing through and drilling down into what you're referring to as more vulnerable emotions such as 
fear, hurt, sadness, loneliness.

Dimitrij:

Yeah. But even anger might be scary for people, all kinds of emotion might be hard to allow yourself to 
feel. So drilling down to what is it really about for me in this moment is very important. Very often we try
to not feel our feelings, we try to dismiss them. They're painful, they're uncomfortable, and we try to 
push them aside. But underneath the surface, they're still running the show, even in the workplace. So 
it's good, even if you're not going to share it, it's good to take the time to find out what is it actually I'm 
feeling deep down here? What at the core? And what does it tell me about-

Sam:

We don't do that. We don't drop down to the core. We stay in our head and in our reactivity. What does 
that do, in the workplace setting, for example?

Dimitrij:

Well, in the work setting it may lead to us being more reactive to our colleagues or just withdrawing 
from things we were engaged in. We may kind of give up on projects, we may become maybe passive 
aggressive and trying to- [crosstalk 00:19:31]

Sam:

Righteous indignation, right? It doesn't serve us.

Dimitrij:

Yes. We are always motivated somehow to get our needs met. And if we don't know what those needs 
are, they will still kind of drive us. And it may make our relationships more difficult. So it's better to know
what it is you're feeling, and maybe what it is you may want to communicate. It doesn't mean you have 
to break down and cry at every corner.

Sam:

No, and in fact I know that a lot of people cry at work. I'm heard from many of my clients that that's 
often the case with a lot of people, in private, like they'll go into the hall and they'll cry in private when 
they feel mistreated. Often, many women have shared this with me, that in a given day they feel these 
microaggressions or ways in which they're just mistreated or dismissed. And I have also had many male 
clients say the same thing where they feel like their work is not valued, or so valued that their manager 
takes the credit for their work and doesn't [inaudible 00:20:56]. And when they protest and they get 
punished, they don't get invited into the corporate meeting, for example, and they feel excluded and 
they feel taken advantage of, and they get more angry and then they get more reactive and they act 



stranger. And then they're excluded more. I mean, it creates these dynamics, these vicious cycles that 
just keep the situation- [crosstalk 00:21:23].

Sam:

If only they would do what you've just suggested to our listeners, to just slow down, get in touch with 
the feeling, what are you feeling? In this case, feeling hurt, feeling disrespected, feeling invisible, not 
really seen, not feeling really regarded, rewarded, acknowledged. These things are so painful. And for 
many people, I think, maybe we could talk about this too, what happens in the workplace, or what 
happens in our individual relationships, is so closely tied to these internal messages that we have, or 
narratives that we have about ourselves that were developed as a result of our childhood experiences or 
past relationships, and how we sometimes hold these negative thoughts about ourselves, which then 
keep us in these kinds of reactive loops.

Dimitrij:

Yes. And they can get activated in those situations where we feel hurt or dismissed. Old stuff may come 
up where we feel like, "Oh, that's typical." And, "That is what I always knew. It means something about 
me. It means that I shouldn't have those needs. I shouldn't deserve-

Sam:

Right, right, have these needs, or, "Good things don't come to me. Other people always get more than 
me. Other people are recognized."

Dimitrij:

We should talk about one thing, Sam, though, if we think about our listeners using this, for example, in 
the workplace, if they don't have a partner to turn to and get some comfort with this, because it may 
feel like a strange thing to do, to get closer to your pain, especially in a workplace where you wouldn't 
expect that somebody would respond to it. Because it feels like, "Why would I go there? Why would I 
allow myself to feel this?" And while we talked already about how important it is, how balancing it can 
be to identify your emotions, but the other thing is you can practice to hold your own emotions and your
own needs with acceptance. Maybe make it a conscious decision if you identify the feeling. Sometimes I 
ask my clients to actually put their hand on the place in the body where the hurt is felt, and then say to 
yourself, "I welcome you and I understand that you have all kinds of reasons to be there." So in a way 
you tell yourself, "No wonder you would feel that, that was very hurtful." So you could at least meet 
yourself with the acceptance, that would be soothing.

Sam:

Yeah. Very loving, very empathic towards oneself first.

Dimitrij:

Yes. And then the next thing is if the workplace really is a difficult place, you may want to find out where 
you do have resources that would be able to help you with those kinds of painful feelings, if there is 
somebody you can turn to.

Sam:

Someone, right? Finding someone in your life to turn to and to share some of this. So to not be alone.



Dimitrij:

To not be alone, and also to not get stuck in the kind of cycles you were describing, Sam, where you start
to make meaning of it and start to develop all kinds of thoughts about that you are useless and 
everybody else is against you. And you might lose your perspective if you're only in your own head.

Sam:

Thank you so much, Dimitrij. I mean, I think this has been so helpful in terms of going through the 
importance of figuring out what we feel on a level of with our partners, if we're partnered, and also how 
to have that sense of self compassion, self love, self acceptance, figuring out what we feel, saying it to 
ourselves, connecting to where in our bodies we feel it, acknowledging it and accepting it. And then 
finding other resources, finding someone that we can connect to to share some of it so that we don't 
feel as alone, because just the ... absolutely feel connected in this world, which constantly is driving 
everybody more and more towards disconnection. We have to be much more active in the pursuit of 
connection. So I want to thank you, Dimitrij. My guest today has been Dimitrij Samoilow, certified 
Emotion Focused Therapist from Oslo, Norway. In a moment we will give you the information to connect 
with him by giving you his website, and we appreciate you so much, Dimitrij, thank you so much for 
being on the show. I look forward to having you back on the show again.  And so thank you very much 
for being here.

Dimitrij:

Thank you, Sam.

Sam:

And before we go, we may as well already just have you say it; how can people find you online if they 
want to learn more about you?

Dimitrij:

So I have a internet page, a webpage, which is www.dimisamo.no, where they can find me and they can 
find my contact information.

Sam:

That's three Ws at the beginning, right? Www-

Dimitrij:

Yes.

Sam:

D-I-M-I-N-O?

Dimitrij:

D-I-M-I-S-A-M-O.N-O.

Sam:

S-A-M-O, dot ...



Dimitrij:

N-O.

Sam:

Norway, right.

Dimitrij:

Norway.

Sam:

Right, well, wonderful. Thank you so much, Dimitrij, till next time, my name is Dr. Sam Jinich and you've 
been listening to Peak Connection, a podcast for individuals, couples therapists on engaging life with 
vitality, deeper, emotional connections, love, intimacy, and authenticity. Till next time, thank you very 
much for listening.


